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i downloaded the zip file and it was a folder. and when i extracted the folder it gave me a folder
inside of the folder titled vst plugins. there is a folder inside of this folder called array. there is a file

within the array folder called arraymacroplugin.dat. i cannot open this file. i really dont want to
reconfigure in my studio as i really like the way it looks. i am unsure how to access the folder in the
following screenshot: now i have tried to download the most recent version of the array mcc plugin
for studio and have installed the update. now when i reload in studio and choose the default plugin
for the array mcc plugin there is a load button but nothing happens when clicked. i'm still receiving

the same error i did with the previous version. if anyone has any ideas as to what is going on, i would
greatly appreciate the help. thanks well the actual problem with the issue at hand is the work i am
doing is too long-term for the conditions of using the product in hand. so i will be finding another
solution to my issues. i have found another one who has the same problem with my issue. im in

contact with her right now. and i will inform you once im able to connect with her and when i am able
to try out the program at hand. i will post the link as soon as its ready and if it seems to be stable for

her and she can get it to work for me. ok i have e-mailed her and asked for some kind of sample
which she has promised to send to me in the near future. im not sure when she will get the time to

send me the sample. hoping to get some kind of a solution to my problem in my spare time which is
very limited.
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